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ñ The development of a high - speed
telecommunication network to address
and assist the current Communication
Infrastructure
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The role of SEPE in the Greek market

ñ The design and implementation of
programs aimed at addressing the
needs of Small and Medium Enterprises
(SMEs) and improving their
competitiveness in the market

he Federation of Hellenic Information
Technology & Communications
Enterprises (SEPE) is a non-profit
organisation, established in 1995.

T

Over 400 companies are currently
members of SEPE and collectively they hold
more than 95% of the country’s turnover
in the Information Technology and
Telecommunication Industry.
The main objectives of SEPE are to
promote Information and Communications
Technologies (ICT) in Greece and to
enlarge ICT Industry’s market. SEPE also
represents the interests of the Greek ICT
Enterprises vis-à-vis the Greek Government,
the European Commission and other
bodies of influence.

SEPE’s IMPERATIVES
SEPE is an advisor to many national and
international bodies, as well as the
Government, the Academic and Research
Communities, Business Bodies and Fora.
Utilising this role, SEPE is currently
lobbying for:

ñ The engagement of Information
Technology into all levels of the
educational system and the evolution
of computing literacy and technology
expertise.
ñ The cooperation between the ICT
market and the educational system
in order to coordinate the design of
the study curricula according to the
market needs.

2. The second challenge, which comes
as a second step, is to expand more
aggressively the relative businesses
and investments outside Greece mainly
in the South East European area.

SEPE’s Committees
Committee for Public Sector ICT Projects
for the Information Society
Committee for Private Sector Projects
Committee for e-Communication

Joint Ventures, International
Alliances and Investment
in the ICT Industry
SEPE represents the interests of the Greek
ICT Enterprises via its membership to
the World IT and Services Alliance
(WITSA), the European IT Services
Association (EICTA), the International
Telecommunication Union (ITU) and other
bodies of influence.

ñ The rise of the public awareness on the
importance of ICT and the transition
of our society to an information society
for all.

SEPE considers joint ventures of Greek
companies with international ones to
be a key contributor in promoting its
members’ interests and enlarging the
industry’s market. To this end, SEPE is
encouraging and supporting collaboration
of Greek enterprises with others in the
Balkans and Mediterranean region via
fairs, business projects and export
promotion programs.

ñ The modernisation of Public
Administration with the use of
Information Technology.

The Greek economy and the enterprises
of the ICT Industry will focus their efforts
on two main challenges:

2

1. The first challenge is to capture the
opportunity of leveraging funds and
investments for the modernization of
the Greek Enterprises, especially SME’s.
This effort will strengthen the ability
of the Greek ICT industry to participate
in joint ventures and international
alliances from a much better position
than now.

The main
objectives of SEPE
are to promote
Information
Technology and
Telecommunications
in Greece
and to enlarge
the ICT Industry’s
market
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EITO’s executives are optimistic for the
ICT sector during 2006. More specifically,
the Peer-to-Peer (P2P) model is considered
to be a catalyst in the creation of new
generation technological services, such
as security, outsourcing services,
development of international standards,
mobile services, e-government, e-business
for small enterprises, wireless networks,
WIFI and WIMAX services, digital television,
transmission of image, sound, video and
data through mobile phones, e-commerce
markets. Analysts expect larger benefits
for technology companies, as these sectors
are now mature, despite the fact that in
2006, the total growth rate of the
European ICT market will fluctuate from
3.2% to 3.7% in 2005. For 2007,
predictions are more conservative and
there is a possibility for a 3% growth rate.
The new European digital strategy
(i2010) forecasts investments in
broadband networks, development of
digital content and expansion of relevant
services, focus in research and innovation,
creation of common European channels
for the exchange of digital content,

he growth rate of the entire
Information and Communications
Technologies (ICT) market in Europe,
according to the European Information
Technology Observatory (∂π∆√) for 2006,
is estimated to reach 3.2% from 3.7%
in 2005, while in 2007, it is expected to
reach 3%. In 2005, the total value of the
global Information Technology and
Communications market reached ú1.95
trillion. A percentage of 33.8% came
from Europe, 28% from the USA and
14.7% from Japan (Figure 1). In 2006,
the value of the global ICT market will
climb to ú2.027 trillion. An amount of
ú919 billion will derive from the
Information Technology market and
Europe will contribute by ú325.6 billion,
which equals a share of 35.5% in the
global Information Technology market.
The rate of the global Communications
market for 2006 is estimated to be ú1.1
trillion, with an amount of ú355 billion
deriving from the European market and
its share will reach 32.1%.

T

development of digital television without
local restrictions.
In 2006, the rate of the European
Information and Communication market
is expected to reach ú680 billion. In
detail, the EU member-states’ activity in
the global information market in 2006
will reach 35.4% and in the global
communication market 32.1%. 60% of
the European citizens use Internet from
home or their work place. It is expected
that in 2009, 40% of European
households with broadband connection
will be paying for certain digital content
service (movie, games, music etc.). This
can also be achieved through wireless
mobile networks. Wireless networks (3G,
WIFI, WIMAX) are also expected to alter
the customers’ habits. Simultaneously,
Voice over IP is an appealing advantage
in the new technologies area. It is
estimated that at the end of 2005, there
were 5 million telecommunication
connections through broadband networks
in Europe. This number is expected to rise,
as increasingly more telecommunication
companies launch similar services.
Furthermore, a significant opportunity
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Figure 3. Analysis of the Greek ICT market, in ú b.

Figure 2. The Greek ICT market, in ú b.

for development in Voice over IP is the
spread of its use in enterprises, particularly
small and medium-sized.

with 4.1%, Spain and Ireland with 4%

UK is expected to have the greater growth
rate of the ICT market in Europe of the
"15" with 4.2%, while Austria follows

EU, according to EITO, are Lithuania,

Europe
Austria
Belgium/Luxembourg
Denmark
Finland
France
Germany
Greece
Ireland
Italy
Netherlands
Portugal
Spain
Sweden
UK
Czech Republic
Estonia
Hungary
Latvia
Lithuania
Poland
Slovakia
Slovenia
EU
EU 15
Norway
Switzerland
EU 15 + Norway
and Switzerland
Bulgaria
Romania
Europe

and Greece with 3.7%. The most dynamic
countries among the 10 members of the
Poland, Slovakia, the Czech Republic and
Estonia (Table 1).

2003
13,699
17,248
12,126
9,243
88,282
125,430
7,543
5,936
65,158
30,638
8,401
35,976
20,741
111,565
4,927
0,656
5,458
0,788
0,963
11,599
1,869
1,226
579,472
551,986
8,910
19,106

2004
14,101
17,714
12,556
9,521
90,918
128,862
7,806
6,183
67,297
31,391
8,727
38,730
21,255
115,823
5,459
0,750
5,949
0,917
1,224
13,012
2,126
1,360
601,681
570,884
9,311
19,515

2005
14,553
18,159
13,026
9,813
94,020
131,784
8,087
6,407
69,164
32,517
9,107
41,286
21,908
119,929
5,770
0,803
6,394
1,000
1,441
14,456
2,290
1,437
623,351
589,760
9,631
20,061

2006
15,149
18,546
13,378
10,073
96,817
134,526
8,390
6,664
70,849
33,572
9,345
42,920
22,564
124,932
6,067
0,843
6,674
1,069
1,463
15,540
2,465
1,493
643,339
607,725
9,910
20,625

2007
15,709
19,091
13,702
10,340
99,905
137,156
8,752
6,903
72,514
34,471
9,622
44,361
23,168
129,255
6,360
0,877
6,917
1,112
1,489
16,418
2,602
1,573
662,297
624,949
10,175
21,215

2004/03%
2.9
2.7
3.5
3.0
3,0
2.7
3.5
4.2
3.3
2.5
3.9
7.7
2.5
3.8
10.8
14.3
9.0
16.5
27.0
12.2
13.7
10.9
3.8
3.4
4.5
2.1

580,002
1,375
2,964
611,827

599,710
1,757
3,807
636,071

619,452
2,046
4,368
659,457

638,260
2,164
4,822
680,860

656
2,327
5,140
701,154

3.4
27.7
28.4
4.0

Table 1. The European ICT market/ country, in ú m.

2005/04% 2006/05%
3.2
4.1
2.5
2.1
3.7
2.7
3.1
2.6
3.4
3,0
2.3
2.1
3.6
3.7
3.6
4,0
2.8
2.4
3.6
3.2
4.4
2.6
6.6
4,0
3.1
3,0
3.5
4.2
5.7
5.2
7.0
5.0
7.5
4.4
9.1
6.8
17.8
1.5
11.1
7.5
7.7
7.6
5.6
4.0
3.6
3.2
3.3
3.0
3.4
2.9
2.8
2.8
3.3
16.5
14.7
3.7

ICT equipment Telecommunications

Total ICT market

3,0
5.7
10.4
3.2

2007/06%
3.7
2.9
2.4
2.7
3.2
2,0
4.3
3.6
2.4
2.7
3.0
3.4
2.7
3.5
4.8
4.1
3.6
4.0
1.7
5.6
5.6
5.3
2.9
2.8
2.7
2.9
2.8
7.5
6.6
3.0

Greece
The Greek Information Technology and
Communications market’s value in 2006
is estimated to reach ú8.39 billion, with
an amount of ú2.15 billion deriving from
Information Technology and ú6.23 billion
from Telecommunications. The Information
Technology market in 2006 tends to
increase by 6.3%. The course in the
Communications market is also ascending,
where an increase of 2.9% is expected.
EITO estimates that the growth rate
of Information Technology and
Communication market in Greece in
2006 will grow to 3.7% from 3.6% in
2005 (Figure 2). It is probably one of the
few years that EITO estimates the growth
rate of the Information Technology market
in 2006 to exceed the respective rate of
Communications development.
In detail (Figure 3), the computer systems
sales are expected to reach ú768 million,
with an increase of 5.3% from 1.7% in
2005. The greater increase is expected
in servers and laptops. The software
sector is expected to perform sales ranging
from ú394 to ú367, marking in 2006 an
increase of 7.3% from 6.5% in 2005. The
total Information Technology and
Communications equipment is expected
to reach ú1.945 billion in 2006, from 1.9
billion in 2005.
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EITO estimates that the growth rate of the
information technology and communications
market in Greece in 2006 will increase to 3.7%
from 3.6% in 2005. It is probably one of the
few years that EITO estimates the growth rate
of the Information Technology market in 2006
to exceed the respective rate
of Communications development
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Greece in the Digital Age

As set out in the Lisbon
Strategy, the need

V I E W P O I N T

for the digital
revolution is evident.
In the new digital
economy, ICT can and
should act as the
driving force towards

V I E W P O I N T

V I E W P O I N T

V I E W P O I N T

achieving the triple
objective of sustainable
development, boosting
employment and
improving the everyday
life of the citizen

e have now reached an advanced
stage of the Digital Age. The
technological miracles of the last decade
have become an integral part of our
everyday life and the way in which we
communicate. They are providing much
faster solutions to the problems we were
facing until only recently. The rapid
changes in ICT applications, computer
networks, but also telecommunications
networks have become part of our daily
activity. In education (e-learning), in public
administration (e-government), in health

W
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(e-health), in trade (e-commerce), the
catalytic contribution made by computers
and their applications is enhancing the
quality of service provision. Recent
developments, as well as the coupling of
technology with the media, give rise to
advanced services which benefit the
citizen, such as digital television, where
major activity is already underway, creating
substantial change in terms of both
quality and ease of use. The facilities
offered by technology play a leading
role in all aspects of our lives.

Within this new, dynamic environment
Greece is seeking to tap as widely as
possible the potential offered by new
technologies, following an integrated
strategy and taking decisive steps forward.
Today, Greece’s efforts to conquer the new
age are already bearing visible fruits for
citizens and are recognised by the
international community. An expression
of this recognition, which is particularly
symbolic but also of great substantial
value to our country, can be seen in the
establishment of the European Network

SEPE

Our policy hinges on recognition of the
fact that information and computer
technologies act as a powerful motor
for development and employment. Indeed,
according to the European Commission,
one quarter of the increase in the EU’s
GDP and 40% of its increased productivity
can be ascribed to these technologies.
Today, no-one can afford to overlook
the fact that the countries which are able
to use new technologies, in order to
open up the structures and functions
of public administration to their citizens
and promote e-governance, are the
champions of economic performance
and competitiveness. Particularly within
the EU, which takes development,
employment and prosperity as its
cornerstone, as set out in the Lisbon
Strategy, the need for the digital revolution
is evident. In the new digital economy,
ICT can and should act as the driving
force towards achieving the triple objective
of sustainable development, boosting
employment and improving the everyday
life of the citizen.
Within this new reality, it is common
knowledge that unfortunately until recently

our country had neither the vision nor the
planning to allow it to play a leading
role. The lack of sound organisation and
the failure to exploit opportunities to
diffuse ICT, added to limited investment
in research, development and training,
were the main reasons for Greece’s poor
performance in digital convergence. For
years, we were losing ground and were
missing major opportunities for
development and prosperity. This situation
had to be reversed.
To make up for this lost ground, from the
very moment we came to power we
started to take major steps to involve
the citizens as widely as possible in the
digital age and to upgrade the state’s
technological infrastructure and services.
Substantial progress has been achieved
over the last two years in promoting ICT
through a series of activities, the main
driving force being the Information Society
Operational Programme. This, in spite
of the fact that in the early stages of the
programme there was a lack of cohesive
planning and delays in implementation,
the result being that the measures which
needed to be taken to prompt the

and Information Security Agency (ENISA)
in Herakleion, Crete. This bears witness
to the IT progress we have achieved
through our educational and research
centres (universities, research foundations,
the Foundation for Research and
Technology), but first and foremost to our
great human potential. At a time when
the issue of security in telecommunications
and computer networks is so much to
the fore, it is of particular importance that
the international community’s attention
is focused on Greece.

English edition 2006
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technological modernisation of the country
failed to come about at the desired
speed. Implementation of the Information
Society programme has accelerated
considerably. From 12% in March, 2004,
public expenditure has now reached
37%. The percentage of contracted
projects has increased from 19% to 55%.
ICT investment over the last two years
shows that our country is now following
a new development model with clearly
improved prospects.

on interconnecting public services and
agencies and providing both citizens and
business with new services. We expedited
the completion of the "Syzefxis" national
public administration network, which
provides 3,000 clients with high added
value advanced telecom services. "Syzefxis"
is already up and running, making a
decisive contribution to the promotion of
e-governance. Public administration is
now adapting to these new developments,
to ensure that it is able to quickly and
efficiently meet citizens’ needs.

Certainly, in order to accelerate the use
of new technologies we need to improve

the public administration has improved.
But use of the Internet is providing an
even greater potential. Most of the
citizens’ basic transactions with the tax
office can be dealt with electronically,
thanks to the new TaxisNet. Over the
last year there were almost 2.5 million
on-line transactions, a 67% increase
compared with 2003, which in practice
means that an equivalent number of
visits to the tax office have been avoided.
The facts speak for themselves, since
there has been a drastic reduction in the

Our political will and our dedication to the

Our priorities, the

objectives we have set are the basic components

priorities of the new

in our country’s progress and its convergence

governance, are

with the technologically advanced members

anchored in speeding

So far, we have achieved much of great
importance. But we still have a long way
to go. That is why we need drastic actions,
consensus and a national strategy in
order to achieve our common aims. Our
political will and our dedication to the
objectives we have set are the basic
components in our country’s progress
and its convergence with the
technologically advanced members of
the European Union. Building on the
steps we have already taken, we are
moving forward to meet the commitments
we have made to our people -towards
strengthened
productivity
and
competitiveness within our economy;
towards a friendlier, more efficient public
administration; towards new opportunities
and prosperity for all citizens and, above
all, for the young generation.

Dr. Kostas Karamanlis is Prime Minister
of Greece.

of the European Union

up our country’s
development, and in
equal treatment for all
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Greece in the Digital Age
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D R .

citizens. They are
anchored in the
conviction that all
Greeks are entitled to
equal access to the
opportunities provided
by the new age

accessibility, broadband infrastructure as
well as the services which strengthen
digital convergence and broaden the
creative prospects of the economy. More
than 40 digital services will soon be
available to the citizens of Greece, the
main aim being to use ICT to enhance
their daily life. And, of course, special
attention has been paid to the regions
through the "Digital Local Government"
programme which includes activities
intended to familiarize citizens with the
use of new digital services within local
society.
At the same time, we have laid great store
by the dissemination of reasonably priced

8

broadband internet access, primarily
targeting the remote regions and the
young generation. All universities and
technological institutes provide to their
students high speed Internet access,
whilst primary and secondary schools
continue to be connected apace. We
are already developing broadband
infrastructure in 70 large regional cities.
Moreover, as we had promised, cheap,
fast Internet has already become a reality
through the "Diodos" programme for our
young generation.
Our strategic aim in this is to improve the
quality of public administration and to cut
through red tape. This is why we focused

SEPE

Considerable efforts are already being
made against this backdrop. The work
being put in by the Ministry of Economy
and Finance to modernise and to provide
advanced electronic services shows that
there are examples of electronic services
which enjoy high levels of public
acceptance. After many years of
indifference for Taxis, the technological
infrastructure in the tax offices has already
been hugely upgraded with the installation
of 8,000 new computers from our Olympic
inheritance. This is a particularly successful
example of how we have turned the
Olympic Games to good account. Our
citizens now enjoy more rapid service,
whilst at the same time productivity in

English edition 2006

time people spend when dealing with
public authorities, whilst national economy
also benefits.
Our priorities, the priorities of the new
governance, are anchored in speeding up
our country’s development, and in equal
treatment for all citizens. They are
anchored in the conviction that all Greeks
are entitled to equal access to the
opportunities provided by the new age.
And it is this conviction which gives
palpable content to the concept of the
Information Society -a society which
concerns all citizens, which bridges the
computer illiteracy gap rather than making
them wider.
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The “Digital Leap” of Europe requires
investments in research and innovation

EU is preparing to involve itself in research,
industrial and cultural partnerships,

I N T E R V I E W

notably through the international
co-operation section of the Information
Society Technology Research Programme (IST)

growth and employment, and there is an
EU-wide consensus that ICT plays a key
role in this respect.

I N T E R V I E W
I N T E R V I E W
I N T E R V I E W

Political will and dedication, Political decision on

hat is the evolution of the i2010
strategy from the launch of
eEurope to today? How has the strategy
changed over the years?

W

The first eEurope Action Plan - eEurope
2002 - was launched by the European
Commission in June 2000 to support the
Lisbon Strategy, to make the European
Union the most competitive and dynamic
knowledge-based economy in the world
by 2010. Two years later, building on its
success, the eEurope 2005 Action Plan was
launched. Whereas the 2002 Action Plan
targeted Internet connectivity, eEurope
2005 aimed to support economic growth

10

and social cohesion through the take up
of on-line services and e-business, based
on a secure broadband infrastructure.
eEurope was intended to act as a catalyst
for actions within Member States and
used benchmarking of targets and
exchanges of good practice to motivate
states to act.
Five years after the launch of the eEurope
initiative, the context had changed and
there was a need for a new approach.
First of all, the world of Information and
Communication Technologies (ICT) has
become more mature and global, and the
use of ICT moved from a pilot phase to

wide deployment. Secondly, the market
has faced new opportunities; economic
conditions have improved in recent years
and investment in higher capacity
networks has created conditions for the
faster and wider distribution of new
content and services. The disappearance
of traditional boundaries between different
kinds of networks, services and appliances
has made for bigger and deeper markets.
Thirdly, ICT has become part of our daily
life and public authorities look more and
more to meet societal demand through
user-friendly, accessible and secure online services. Finally, the re-launch of the
Lisbon Strategy has been focused on

SEPE

We have, therefore, come up with a new
and comprehensive strategy for the
information society for the next five years
– the "i2010" initiative. i2010, for the
first time, provides a comprehensive
approach that covers the entire economic
sector and the whole value chain affected
by digital convergence. Also, instead of
a detailed action plan like eEurope, which
quickly becomes obsolete, this time we
opted for a broad and flexible strategy
with three major objectives. It is going
to be easier to up-date and fine-tune
this strategy in response to new challenges.

At the conception of e-Europe, competitive
forces like India and China were not as
prominent as they are today. Will the
strategy evolve further to cater for a
European approach to the challenges
/opportunities that the growing IT-literate
population there can provide?
Competition with these countries has
already been addressed in the i2010
initiative and indeed much earlier. Europe
needs higher ICT research investment

English edition 2006

I have proposed to strengthen significantly
the IST activities with emerging economies
under the Seventh Framework Programme
for 2007 - 2013.

Some say that the i2010 set rather
ambitious targets – others say that not
succeeding in meeting these targets
will further widen the innovation gap
with the other side of the Atlantic.
What is your view?
My answer is an emphatic "yes" to both
questions. It is true that we have set
ourselves ambitious targets for the next

to reach the Barcelona target of 3% of
GDP on R&D not least to face
international competition with countries
such as China or India.
At the World Summit on Information
Society, I advocated the importance of
a global and inclusive information society.
I reject therefore a purely defensive stance
in the face of competition. The growing
IT-literate population in emerging
economies is offering exciting new
prospects for the European IT and content
industry, as has already happened in the
mobile sector (GSM).
Obviously these new markets cannot
just be seen as a simple extension of the
European market; the EU is preparing
to involve itself in research, industrial
and cultural partnerships, notably through
the international co-operation section
of the Information Society Technology
Research Programme (IST). A good
example of this is the way in which we
are promoting the Digital Video
Broadcasting (DVB) standard with key
partners worldwide.
Such cooperation is possible only to a
limited extent under the Sixth Framework
Programme for research and this is why
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The “Digital Leap” of Europe requires Political will and dedication,
Political decision on investments in research and innovation
five years. And indeed, failing to meet
them will further widen the innovation
gap with the other side of the Atlantic.
The EU invests much less on research
than the US: Europe spends 80 ú per
head; the US spends 350 ú per head.
The EU-US innovation gap has not
narrowed in recent years. The latest
European Innovation Scoreboard shows
that the US and Japan are still far ahead
of the EU25. Investment in ICT is an
important component of this gap, so
as I have said – and I cannot stress it
enough – Europe needs higher ICT
research investment.
ICT use is driving the next wave of
innovation, putting technology at the
service of people and businesses. Europe
must and certainly is capable of reversing
the trend and of remaining a key player

I N T E R V I E W

I N T E R V I E W

M R S .

At the World Summit on Information Society,
I advocated the importance of a global
and inclusive Information Society.
I reject therefore a purely defensive stance
in the face of competition

in strategic technologies. If we do not
seize the initiative, others will. This is
why we need to do our utmost to meet
the objectives set out in i2010, to ensure
that the benefits of future promising
developments come to Europe and do
not pass us by.

What do you consider to be the critical
success factors for achieving the i2010
goals?
I believe that the growth of broadband
and the convergence of networks, services
and devices are paving the way for a new
phase of growth and innovation. It has,
therefore, become critical to seize the
opportunities offered by convergence for
the benefit of all citizens and of the EU
economy as a whole. This is first of all a
task for industry. For policy, the challenge
is to ensure that a modern, flexible and
open regulatory environment is in place
that does not stifle, but instead encourages
innovation, investment and competition.
This is what i2010 aims to do.
The first critical success factor will,
therefore, be the establishment of a
single European information space, which
is the first of the three pillars of i2010.
My policy priority here is to use all
instruments at my disposal to ensure a
modern, market-oriented regulatory
framework for the converging digital
economy and to stimulate the availability
of online content. This implies two major
tasks, one of which is the modernisation
of the EU rules on audiovisual content,
for which I have already made a proposal
that was adopted by the Commission
Continued on page 14
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Research spending in 2013 should be 75% more
than in 2006. It will be my job to turn this into
effective support for collaborative ICT research

sustainable only if it ensures inclusion
and broad e-participation. Tackling all
forms of the digital divide is a key concern
of the third pillar of i2010. My aim here
is to promote the use of ICT to bring
improvements in areas such as healthcare,
education, life-long learning and
government services – in other words, to
improve people’s quality of life via better
public services and social inclusion.

I N T E R V I E W

Political will and
dedication is crucial for
catching up. As in other
areas of economy,
catching up is easier

in December. We now have to see the
proposal through the legislative process.
The other key task is the review of the
regulatory framework for electronic
communications. The Commission is
currently conducting a broad analysis
and consultation on whether or not our
current regulatory framework is
functioning well and whether any change
is needed to enhance its contribution to
innovation and investment.
The second critical success factor will be
to ensure a higher and more efficient
effort in R&D in the EU, which is the
objective of the second pillar of i2010.
We now need an agreement on the EU
Financial Perspectives for 2007-13. That

should open the way for a serious increase
of the support for ICT research in the 7th
Research Framework Programme (FP7)
and for actions to promote ICT take-up
and use in the Competitiveness and
Innovation Programme (CIP). The European
Council in December said that research
spending in 2013 should be 75% more
than in 2006. This is an encouraging sign.
It will be my job to turn this into effective
support for collaborative ICT research, in
which there is a strong private sector
contribution.
The third critical success factor will be to
ensure that the benefits from the digital
economy and services are available to
all. The information society will be

How can countries that are falling behind
the i2010 goals catch up with the more
progressive ones?
Political will and dedication is crucial
for catching up. As in other areas of
economy, catching up is easier than
paving the way. In that sense the less
developed countries have an advantage
of being able to learn both from the
mistakes and from the successes of the
more advanced ones.
The right policy framework and bold
actions may spur the development of
Information Society. For instance,
implementing programmes in the area of
eGovernment will produce positive spillovers
in other parts of the economy and society,

than paving the way

such as increased ICT use by households
or the development of eBusiness.
Regional policy is one of the ways in
which the EU supports the efforts of less
developed countries. Information Society
is one of its key priorities. To give you some
practical examples, with the aid of the
structural funds, companies or local
authorities can upgrade their equipment,
improve their infrastructure or train their
workforce – all of which will contribute
to catching up.
The countries which are lagging behind
also have the opportunity to participate
in the Community research programmes
within the Framework Programme. Even
with the same financial input, less
developed countries can benefit more
from such programmes than the more
developed countries.
Another feature of i2010 involves dialogue
with stakeholders and the Member States,
whereby exchange of best practice can
provide additional impetus for learning
and catching up.

Greece has a low PC and Internet
penetration in the critical groups (i.e.
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consumers and SMBs). What would you
suggest that Greece should do in order
to achieve substantial improvement in the
founding parameters that constitute the
i2010 strategy?
Indeed, Greece’s rate of broadband
penetration is the lowest in Europe. In
terms of population covered by DSL
(broadband), Greece is also trailing behind:
while several EU Member States have
100% coverage and the average for
EU15 is 88%, Greece stands at less than
10% of population with access to
broadband. Furthermore, only 22% of
Greek households have access to the
Internet at home, while the EU average
is 48%. Meanwhile, Greece has the
highest prices and one of the lowest
levels of competition in this field.
Slow ICT diffusion, along with low
investment in R&D and education, are
some of the factors which the Commission
has identified as the reasons for Greece's
weak economic performance. For instance,
in terms of the share of ICT expenditures
as a % of GDP, Greece is at rank 20 of
the EU25. Yet we all know that ICT
investment is vital for productivity growth.
This is why I cannot stress this enough
that Greece – and indeed the EU in
general – must see more ICT investment
and public R&D expenditure.
Greece needs to catch up for example
in terms of getting the benefits of
eGovernment to its people and businesses.
Today, 30% of Greek government services
are fully on-line against the EU15 average
of 46%. Bringing public services on-line
allows significant savings in terms of
time and administrative costs. I would
therefore urge you to take concrete
actions towards an open and online
government in areas such as inclusion,
efficiency and cutting red-tape, moving
to e-procurement and adopting electronic

© European Community, 2005
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The “Digital Leap” of Europe requires Political will and dedication,
Political decision on investments in research and innovation
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IDs. Next year, as part of i2010, we will
launch an Action Plan on eGovernment
to help Member States with their efforts.
The Member States’ main vehicle of
implementing i2010 is their National
Reform Plans, which define national
strategies for achieving the Lisbon goals.
The Greek National Reform Plan considers
the promotion of the knowledge-based
society an important priority. Measures
to achieve that objective are, however,
quite vague. Greece has to act decisively
and constructively if it wants the business
opportunities and the enhanced
performance that integrated web services,
based on broadband, can give to both
small and large enterprises.
Mrs. Viviane Reding is Member of the European
Commission responsible for Information Society
and Media.
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urope has built world-leading positions
in crucial industry segments such as
mobile communications, broadband
telecommunications networks, enterprise
software and services, digital and highdefinition television. It is also beginning
to excel at improving essential public
services such as health and education
through the deployment of cost-effective
digital technologies. There is, however,
a recognition that both the public and
private sectors need to ensure that the
pace of technological progress, and the
associated economic and social benefits,
is not slowed by outdated or unnecessary
regulatory burden.

E

P R O V O O S T

1. Digital Convergence - an
economic opportunity and
a regulatory challenge for Europe
The digital technology industry - i.e.
information, communications and
consumer electronics technologies - has
a pervasive impact on economic and
social development:
ñ Digital technology is a rapidly growing
industrial sector
ñ It is an enabler for economy wide
productivity growth, being responsible
for 40% of productivity gains in Europe
(1995-2000)

ñ In the US, ICT has produced 1.4%
annual productivity growth

P O S I T I O N

Europe has built
world-leading positions

ñ The largest part of ICT’s contribution
is yet to come

in crucial industry

ñ Digital convergence is at the core of
the next big wave

segments such

ñ Wide adoption throughout the
economy and public service is a key to
improving productivity
ñ ICT can be an equaliser providing the
developing world an unprecedented
opportunity to participate in the digital
economy

Europe is in a good position to take on
the challenge. We believe that the
European Commission’s i2010 initiative
provides Europe with a framework to
mobilize resources and make the required
reforms to meet the challenge. But the
initiative at this stage is only a framework
and much of its ability to contribute will
depend on the practical solutions and
details in the Directives adopted and the
actions of the Member States. Can they
really create a favorable environment for
digital convergence and its swift and
harmonized implementation throughout
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Europe

ñ ICT investments produce 25% of
economic growth in Europe

New business opportunities (‘value
domains’) are emerging which represent
an economic value of hundreds of billions
of Euros in terms of annual revenues.
Examples of these new value domains are
the digital home where all devices can
interact and communicate with each
other and the digital enterprise where
employees have exactly the same service
anytime and anywhere that they are
used to having in their office. The critical
challenge for Europe is to be able to
seize these economic and associated
social benefits.

P A P E R
P O S I T I O N

R U D Y

i2010 - A strategy for Building Digital
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as mobile
communications,
broadband

telecom, cable, cellular and other
wireless etc. - will in many circumstances
have much higher bit rates (100Mb/s
for downlink peak rates). The bandwidth
will allow sufficient capacity to deliver
any service, including High Definition
real time video streaming.

ways, one of which is the usage of
open standardized interfaces in multiple
platforms, so that multiple independent
implementations for software and
services can interoperate. Devices will
be able to communicate through cable
connection or various wireless proximity
networks. Presence and identification
will be enablers for consumer to access
personalized content and services.

ñ Access will be seamless for the consumer
and service provider. There will be
enough intelligence embedded in the
terminals and networks so that
connectivity will be provided by the
most cost-effective network, taking
into account the type of service and
the context of its usage. For the service

ñ Efficient network security, privacy and
authentication technologies will be
available. Given the right conditions to
develop, efficient network security,
privacy and authentication technologies

provider it will be enough to code the
content once and the network will
automatically reconfigure the service
to make it compatible with all relevant
delivery networks.

will be readily available. They will create
trust among consumers and service
providers allowing safe and reliable
delivery of digital services anytime and
anywhere.

ñ Networks and devices will be
interoperable. Networks and devices will
be interoperable allowing the seamless
transfer of service from one network
or terminal to another. From the user
perspective this will bring about
predictable usability of content and
services to consumers. Interoperability
can be achieved in a number of different

ñ Digital Rights Management systems
will be taken up at a much larger scale.
Digital rights management technologies
will allow for right holders to have full
control of the usage. The business
models and charging practices will
fully respect the balance between the
principles of fair use and compensation
for the right holder.

telecommunications
networks, enterprise
software and services,
digital and
high-definition
television

Europe? To get the context right we
want to emphasize that Europe will only
be able to benefit from the opportunity
if it can create a better environment
than that which its main competitors
will deliver. This environment involves a
competitive regulatory framework, a
significantly improved knowledge base
and a more inclusive information society.
2. Technical digital development
The development of technology will
change the European economic and
social landscape in many ways by 2010:
ñ Delivery networks will have much higher
bit rates. Delivery networks - fixed

English edition 2006
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In order to benefit
from the ICT
development and
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digital convergence,
Europe must deliver a
regulatory framework,
competitive with other
regions, that facilitates
3. Innovation and Investment
in Research
Europe must be able to improve its ICT
knowledge base. Europe is lagging badly
behind its main competitors in terms of
ICT R&D and implementation. The new
competition from the emerging economies
such as China and India is creating
additional pressures to mobilize an
appropriate European response. This is
a joint effort by the EU and its Member
States. The main challenge is to generate
sufficiently large and ambitious R&D
programs that can establish a technological
leadership for Europe in strategic ICT.
European ICT industries together with
other industries have developed a number
of technology platforms (and Joint
Technology Initiatives) with the objective
of establishing leadership and stimulating
public and private investment in ICT.
They must be industry driven, with
public/private partnerships both for

funding and execution. The EU 7th R&D
Framework Programme must play an
important catalytic role to facilitate these
initiatives.
The R&D effort is just one of the many
challenges of modernizing the European
innovation system. A modernisation of
the current State Aid rules for R&D should
also play an important role to stimulate
innovation. The framework for state aid
should be in line with the knowledge
economy innovation process, which is
interactive, iterative and concurrent. The
State aid rules should foster a level playing
field, not only within the Union, but also
at the worldwide level. Furthermore,
more state aid for innovation should be
possible, not only for SMEs, but also for
large firms. Public/private partnerships,
education reforms to attract and reward
best talents for the ICT sector, elimination
of excessive regulatory burden and
improving market access and conditions

convergence, improves
the European
knowledge base
and builds conditions

large and small ICT companies, a welleducated work force and a reasonably
good knowledge base are important
assets in the global competition. Yet,
many countries outside Europe are rapidly
developing a favorable environment for
digital convergence in order to gain
leadership in the global competition.
Europe must react swiftly and effectively.
i2010 is an excellent framework for
moving forward. At this point in time it
is important to create a compelling vision
as well as a roadmap to implement that
vision. In this context the following list
of principles should govern the more
detailed preparatory work:
ñ Regulation should be light and market
oriented and should enhance innovation
and investment and allow for new
applications to emerge.
ñ Regulation should gradually be reformed
and diminished to allow for the
horizontal structure of the future
communications market and thus create

for an inclusive
Information Society

for venture capital business are necessary
steps for providing an attractive
environment for ICT related innovation
and application in Europe1.
4. Conclusions

companies, a well-educated work force and a
reasonably good knowledge base are important
assets in the global competition

a level playing field and competitive
market conditions for all actors in
content creation, service provision,
delivery and consumption.
ñ For consumers, regulation should
encourage open access to all services
any time and any place, and for service
providers fair and non-discriminatory
access to delivery networks and customers.

ñ European communications markets
must be better harmonized in order to
make Europe a lead market for new
digital products and services
ñ Regulatory barriers to new types of
pan-European public and private digital
services must be eliminated.
ñ Future communications markets will be
global. Regulation must respect this
global nature and create a level-playing
field for both domestic and foreign
players.

EICTA, founded in 1999 is the voice of the
European digital technology industry, which
includes large and small companies in the
Information and Communications Technology
and Consumer Electronics Industry sectors.
As the president of EICTA, Rudy Provoost,
believes in building a strong Digital Europe and
fully supports the vision developed by the
members of the association.

Europe is at an important crossroads.
Europe is still in good position to benefit
from the global ICT development. Strong

EICTA’s position on the state aid rules for R&D is fully in agreement with ‘Creating an Innovative Europe’, the report by an independent group of experts chaired
by Mr Esko Aho, former Prime Minister of Finland and President of the Finnish national fund for R&D (Sitra). The report was published on 20 January 2006 at the
behest of the Commission.

SEPE

global ICT development. Strong large and small ICT

In order to benefit from the ICT
development and digital convergence,
Europe must deliver a regulatory
framework, competitive with other
regions, that facilitates convergence,
improves the European knowledge base
and builds conditions for an inclusive
information society.

1
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01 PLIROFORIKI SA www.01p.gr 2A PLIROFORIKI www.2agroup.gr ñ 3p SA (MODEL SOFTWARE PRODUCTS) ñ 3PLUS LTD www.3plus.gr ñ 4M SA www.4m.gr
ñ 4M-VK LTD www.4m-vk.gr
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ñ LH LOGISMIKI www.lhlogismiki.gr ñ LIBECOM SA www.libecom.gr ñ LOGIC DATA SA www.logicdata.gr ñ LOGICDIS SA www.logicdis.gr
ñ LOGIN LTD www.login.gr ñ LYDIA SA www.lydiabs.gr ñ LYKOS PAPERLESS SOLUTIONS SA www.lps.gr

ñ ADACOM SA www.adacom.com ñ ADVANCED BUSINESS SOLUTIONS www.abs.gr ñ ADVANCED CONSULTING www.adcon.gr ñ AIS SA www.ais.gr

ñ Altec Telecoms SA www.altectelecoms.gr ñ AMY www.amy.gr ñ ANACO LTD www.anaco.gr ñ ANASTASIADIS CH. LTD ñ ANCO SA www.anco.gr

M|

ñ MENTOR HELLAS LTD www.mentorhellas.gr ñ META MANAGEMENT SERVICES www.metams.com ñ METROSOFT PLIROFORIKI SA www.byte.gr

ñ APPLIED TECHNOLOGY SA www.pouliadis.gr ñ ARCHETYPON SA www.archetypon.gr ñ ART LTD www.art-cad.gr ñ ART SYSTEM www.artsystem.gr

ñ MGE UPS SYSTEMS HELLAS www.mgeups.gr, www.mgeups.com ñ MICRODATA www.microdata.com.gr ñ MICROELLAS SA www.micropolis.gr
ñ MICROLAND COMPUTERS SA www.eml.gr ñ MICRONET SA www.micronet.com.gr ñ MICROSOFT HELLAS SA www.microsoft.com/hellas
ñ MIXALIS KOLYFAS ñ MLS LASERLOCK SA www.laserlock.com ñ MODULAR SOFTWARE SA www.modular.gr ñ MODUS SA www.modus.gr

ñ AVAYA EMEA LTD www.avaya.com

ñ MOTION HELLAS www.motion.gr ñ MULTICOM SA www.multicom.gr ñ MULTILAND LTD www.multiland.gr ñ MULTIMEDIA SYSTEMS CENTER SA
www.msc.gr ñ MULTISOFT SA www.multisoft.com.gr

BASIS SA www.basisae.gr ñ BE-Business Exchanges www.be24.gr ñ BI-SOFT SOFTWARE SYSTEMS SA www.bsoft.gr ñ BIT AND BYTE SA www.bit-byte.gr
ñ B-LOGICA SOFT www.blogica.gr ñ B-LOGIN SA www.blogica.gr ñ BMC SOFTWARE HELLAS www.bmc.com ñ BRIDGE IT SA www.bridge-it.gr
ñ BROKER SYSTEMS SA www.bsnet.gr ñ BSI SA www.bsi.gr ñ BULL SA www.bull.gr ñ BUSINESS INNOVATIONS www.bi.gr ñ BUSINESS SOLUTIONS SA
www.business-solutions.gr ñ BYTE ñ BYTE SA www.byte.gr

N|

CCS SA www.ccs.gr ñ CENTRIC MULTIMEDIA www.centric.gr ñ CHRONOS TIME & ACCESS MANAGEMENT www.chronos.com.gr ñ CISCO SYSTEMS HELLAS SA
www.cisco.com ñ CIVILTECH www.civiltech.gr ñ CMR LTD www.cmr-net.com ñ COMART SA www.comart.gr ñ COMPUTER ASSOCIATES HELLAS www.ca.com
ñ COMPUTER CENTER ñ COMPUTER HOUSE ñ COMPUTER INFORMATION www.cominf.gr ñ COMPUTER PROJECT SA www.computerproject.gr

O|
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ñ NET SALES SA www.net-sales.gr ñ NETSMART SA www.netsmart.gr ñ NETWAVE SA www.netwave.gr ñ NEWSPHONE HELLAS SA www.newsphone.gr

D.D.SYNERGY HELLAS SA www.ddsynergy.gr ñ DATA COMMUNICATION SA www.datacomm.gr ñ DATA CONCEPT SA www.dataconcept.gr ñ DATABLUE SA

ñ OMEGA POINT www.omegapoint.gr ñ OMIROS MULTIMEDIA www.omiros.gr ñ OPEN SYSTEM SOFTWARE www.opensystem.gr ñ OPENTEC

HELLAS SA www.oracle.com/gr ñ ORGANOSI LTD www.organosi.gr ñ OROSIMO INFORMATION SYSTEM SA www.orosimo.com.gr ñ OTEGlobe SA
www.oteglobe.gr ñ OTENET SA www.otenet.gr ñ OTS SA www.ots.gr

www.cosmotech.gr ñ CPI SA www.cpi.gr ñ CREATIVE MARKETING SA www.creative.gr ñ CRYPTO SA www.crypto.gr ñ CRYSTAL PLIROFORIKI ñ CyberStream Ltd
www.cyberstream.gr ñ CYBERTECH INFORMATION SYSTEMS LTD www.cybertechgr.com

ODOS LOGISMIKI LTD www.odos.gr ñ OFFICE LINE LTD www.officeline.gr ñ OK SYSTEMS SA www.oksystems.com ñ OKTABIT SA www.oktabit.gr

www.opentec.gr ñ OPTIMEDIA INTERACTIVE SYSTEMS www.optimedia.gr ñ OPTIMUM SA www.optimum.gr ñ OPTISOFT www.optisoft.gr ñ ORACLE

ñ COSMO-ONE HELLAS MARKETSITE SA www.cosmo-one.gr ñ COSMOS BUSINESS SYSTEMS SA www.cbs.gr ñ COSMOTE SA www.cosmote.gr ñ COSMOTECH

P|

PANSYSTEMS SA www.pansystems.gr ñ PAPASAVVAS M. SA www.papasavas.gr ñ PAPASOTIRIOU SA www.papasotiriou.gr ñ PARTNERS IN BUSINESS
www.pib.gr ñ PC - NET LTD www.e-pcnet.gr ñ PC SERVICES www.pcservices.gr ñ PC SYSTEMS SA www.pcsystems.gr ñ PHAISTOS NETWORKS SA
www.phaistosnetworks.gr ñ Pi - SYSTEMS www.pi.gr ñ PINK ELEPHANT MICRO ENGINEERING www.pinkelephant.gr ñ PLAISIO COMPUTERS SA

www.datablue.gr ñ DATACON SA ñ DATACRETA SA www.datacreta.gr ñ DATAMATION COMPUTER CONSULTING & APPLICATIONS www.datamation.gr

www.plaisio.gr ñ PLANET FOUR NETWORKING SA www.cbnetworks.gr ñ PLIKTRO SOFTWARE www.pliktro.gr ñ PLUS PLIROFORIKI SA www.plusinfo.gr

ñ DATAMED HEALTHCARE INTEGRATOR SA www.datamed.gr ñ DATAWAY ñ DCS ITC www.mydcs.gr ñ DECISION SYSTEMS INTEGRATION SA www.decision.gr
ñ DELTA SINGULAR SA www.deltasingular.gr ñ DERMIGAKIS S. www.adconet.gr ñ DIADIKASIA SA www.diadikasia.gr ñ DIAKTINISMOS www.diaktinismos.gr

ñ PRINTEC SA www.printecgroup.com ñ PROFESSIONAL COMPUTER SERVICES SA www.pcs.gr ñ PROFILE SA www.profile.gr ñ PROGRAMMA COMPUTING

ñ DIALOGOS CPEECH COMMUNICATIONS SA www.speech.gr ñ DIASFALISIS www.diasfalisis.gr ñ DIENEKIS PLIROFORIKI SA www.dienekis.gr ñ DIGIMARK SA

CENTER INC. SA ñ PRONET SA www.pronet.com.gr ñ PYLONES HELLAS SA www.pylones.gr

www.digimark.gr ñ DIKTYO

ñ DONA MARK SA ñ DREAMTECH LTD www.dreamtech.gr

E COMMERCE LTD www.ecommerce.com.gr ñ E.R.P EXPERT PROFESSIONALS ñ EDPS SA www.edps.gr ñ EFFECT SA www.effect.gr ñ ELEKTROGRAFIKI SA

Q-R|

QIRDC SA www.girdc.gr ñ QUALITY & RELIABILITY SA www.qnr.com.gr ñ RADIANT TECHNOLOGIES SA www.radiant-tech.gr ñ RAINBOW
COMMUNICATIONS LTD www.rainbow.gr ñ RAINBOW SA www.rainbow.gr ñ RAINBOW SERVICES SA www.rainbow.gr ñ RAINBOW TRAIN LTD

www.electrografiki.gr ñ ELETCROTECNI∫A www.electrotecnika.gr ñ ELLINIKI ORGANOTIKI-D.GALERIDIS & Co. www.hotech.gr ñ ELMI SYSTEM SA

www.rainbow.gr ñ RAM Ltd www.ram.gr ñ REAL CONSULTING SA www.realconsulting.gr ñ REAL TIME SOFTWARE LTD www.realtime.gr

www.elmisystems.gr ñ EMPHASIS SYSTEMS SA www.emphasis-systems.gr ñ ENCODE SA www.encode-sec.com ñ ENERGY ñ ENET SOLUTION - LOGICOM SA

ñ RODIAKI PLIROFORIKI LTD www.rodosnet.gr ñ RSS SA www.rss.gr ñ RTEL www.rtel.gr

www.enet.com.gr ñ ENTERSOFT SA www.entersoft.gr ñ e-ON INTEGRATION SA www.e-on.gr ñ EPAFOS LTD www.epafos.gr ñ ePOS SA www.e-pos.gr
ñ EPSILON GIS SA www.epsilon.gr ñ EQUANT GREECE SA www.equant.gr ñ ERATOSTHENES SA www.eranet.gr ñ ERGON IRIS SA www.iris.gr ñ ERICSSON
HELLAS SA www.ericsson.com ñ ESCAPE HOLDING SA www.escapesolutions.gr ñ EURISKO SA www.eurisko.gr ñ EUROELECTRONICS SA www.euroelectronics.gr

S|

S&T HELLAS SA www.snt.com.gr ñ SAXPEKIDIS X. NIKOLAOS ñ SCAN INFORMATION SYSTEMS www.scan.gr ñ SECURE LTD www.secure.com.gr
ñ SEMANTIX INFORMATION TECHNOLOGIES SA www.semantix.gr ñ SENA SA www.sena.gr ñ SEQUEL TECHNOLOGIES SA www.sequel.gr ñ SIBA SOFT SA
www.sibasoft.gr ñ SIEM LTD www.siem.gr ñ SIEMENS SA www.siemens.gr ñ SILICON COMPUTER SYSTEMS ñ SIMPLEX INFORMATICS LTD www.simplex.gr

ñ EURONET CARD SERVICES SA ñ EXABIT SA www.exabit-sa.gr ñ EXCESS INFORMATION SYSTEMS SA ñ EXODUS SA www.exodus.gr

ñ SINGULAR INTEGRATOR SA www.singular.gr ñ SI∂BEN LTD www.sieben.gr ñ SMARTEC SA www.smartec.gr ñ SOFRAGEM HELLAS LTD www.sofragem.gr

F|

FAGOTTO MUSIC www.fagotto.gr ñ FIBER SYSTEMS & NETWORKS SA www.fiber.gr ñ FINVENT SA www.finvent.com ñ FIT SA www.financial-technologies.com

ñ SOFTONE TECHNOLOGIES SA www.softone.gr ñ SONY HELLAS SA www.sony.gr ñ SPACE HELLAS SA www.space.gr ñ SPARKNET SA www.spark.net.gr

ñ FORTH CRS www.forthcrs.gr ñ FORTH e-com www.forthe-com.gr ñ FORTHNET SA www.forthnet.gr ñ FOTOMECHANIKI LTD ñ FUJITSU SIEMENS COMPUTERS

ñ SPORTS - COMM www.sports-comm.gr ñ SRG www.srg.gr ñ STAMATIOU CONSULTANTS www.stamatiou-cons.gr ñ STIRIXIS SA www.stirixis.gr

SA www.fujitsu-siemens.com

ñ SUN MICROSYSTEMS SA www.sun.gr ñ SUNSOFT LTD www.sunsoftgr.com ñ SYMMETRICS SA www.symmetrics.gr ñ SYNCHRONOUS ñ SYNED
www.syned.gr ñ SyNET SA www.synet.com.gr ñ SYNPAN SOFTWARE - KONSTANTINOS SARGOLOGOS www.synpan.gr ñ SYNTAX I.T. INC SA www.syntax.gr

GEM CONSULTING SA www.consulting-gem.gr ñ GENCOME www.gencome.gr ñ GLOBO TECHNOLOGIES SA www.globo.gr ñ GNOSIS COMPUTERS www.gnosis.gr
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www.sap.com/greece

ñ HELLENIC TELECOMMUNICATIONS ORGANISATION SA www.ote.gr ñ HELP PC www.helppc.gr ñ HEWLETT-PACKARD HELLAS LTD www.hp.com ñ HIPAC SA

I LEARN SA www.ilc.gr ñ I.T. CONSULTING SERVICES ñ IAPETOS www.iapetos.gr ñ IBM HELLAS SA www.ibm.com/gr ñ IFS HELLAS SA www.ifs.gr ñ IMAGE

T|

TALENT www.talent.gr ñ TAMVAKAS DIMITRIS www.plogic.gr ñ TECHNOFOT SA www.technofot.gr ñ TECHNOKIDS-TECHNOPLUS LTD www.technoplus.gr
ñ TECHNOLIFE www.technolife.gr ñ TECHNOPOLIS SA www.open.gr, www.techlink.gr ñ TECHNORAN SA www.technoran.gr ñ TECHNOSYS

COMPUTERS SA www.image.gr ñ IMF LTD www.imf.gr ñ IMS ¶§∏ƒ√º√ƒπ∫∏ SA www.imsgr.com ñ INFOGRAPH LTD www.infograph.net ñ INFOGROUP BUSINESS

ñ TEKA SYSTEMS SA www.tekasystems.com ñ TELENAVIS HELLAS SA www.telenavis.com ñ TELLAS SA www.tellas.gr ñ TEXNOPOLIS ñ TIM HELLAS

CONSULTANTS SA www.infogroup.gr ñ INFOKRAFT www.infokraft.gr ñ INFOMAP SA www.infomap.gr ñ INFONET www.infonetpliroforiki.gr

TELECOMMUNICATIONS SA www.tim.gr ñ TOPNET CONSULTING SA www.topnetconsulting.gr

ñ INFONORTH COMPUTER SYSTEMS www.infonorth.gr ñ INFO-QUEST SA www.quest.gr ñ INFORMATICA SA www.informatica.gr ñ INFORMER SA

U-X|

www.informer.gr ñ INFOSYS www.koz.forthnet.gr ñ INFOSYSTEMS LTD ñ INFOTECHNICA SA www.infotechnica.gr ñ INFOWARE www.infoware.gr
ñ INFOXOROS www.infoxoros.gr ñ INTE*LEARN LTD www.intelearn.gr ñ INTEL HELLAS SA www.intel.com ñ INTELLISOFT LTD www.intellisoft.gr

UNI SUPPORT LTD ñ UNIBRAIN SA www.unibrain.com ñ UNIDATA SA www.unidata.gr ñ UNISYSTEMS SA www.unisystems.gr ñ UNIXFOR SA
www.unixfor.gr ñ VALUENET SA www.valuenet.gr ñ VELLUM www.VELLUM.gr ñ VELTI www.velti.com ñ VIDEORYTHMOS SA ñ VIVODI TELECOM SA
www.vivodi.gr ñ VLACHOPOULOS C. SA www.vlachopoulos.gr ñ VODAFONE-PANAFON SA www.vodafone.gr ñ VOICENET www.voice-net.gr ñ WINCOR

ñ INTER ENGINEERING www.inter.gr ñ INTERFACE SA www.interface.gr ñ INTERSYS SA www.intersys.gr ñ INTERTECH SA www.intertech.gr ñ INTRACOM IT SERVICES SA www.databank.com.gr ñ INTRACOM TELECOM SA www.intracom-telecom.com ñ INTRALOT SA www.intralot.com ñ ISL COMPUTERS LTD www.isl.gr ñ
IST www.ist.com.gr ñ ISTOS NET www.istos.com ñ ITEAM SA www.iteam.gr ñ ITEC KEK PLIROFORIKIS SA www.itec.edu
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ñ SYSCO SA www.sysco.gr ñ SYSCOM SA www.syscom.gr ñ SYSTEMA TECHNOLOGIES SA www.systema.gr ñ Systems applications and Data processing SA

ñ GoNET www.gonet.gr ñ GRAAL SA www.graal.gr ñ GREEK GEEKS LTD www.greekgeeks.com ñ GRIVAS SA www.grivas.com.gr ñ HELLAS ON LINE www.hol.gr

www.hipac.gr ñ HITECH SNT SA www.hitechsnt.gr ñ HOME NET HELLAS SA www.homenet.gr ñ HYPERSYSTEMS LTD www.hypersystems.gr

S E P E

NASAINAS G. & Co. www.acumen.gr; www.argosnet.net.gr ñ NCR HELLAS SA www.ncr.com ñ NESSOS INFORMATION TECHNOLOGIES SA www.nessos.gr

ñ NEXTSOFT www.nextsoft.gr ñ NIGICO SA www.nigico.gr ñ NIKAM www.nikam.gr ñ NOISIS SA www.noisisdev.gr ñ NOVA CONSULTING SA www.novacon.gr

ñ COMPUTER SOLUTIONS SA www.csl.gr ñ COMSYS SA www.comsys.gr ñ CONCEPTUM SA www.conceptum.gr ñ COSMOLINE SA www.cosmoline.com

E|

www.marlexsoft.gr ñ MCI WORLDCOM TELECOMMUNICATION (HELLAS) www.mci.com ñ M-DATA SA www.mdata.gr ñ MDI SA www.mdi.gr
ñ MED NAUTILUS SA www.mednautilus.gr ñ MEDIALAB ñ MEKANOTEKNIKA www.mekanoteknika.gr ñ MELLON TECHNOLOGIES SA www.mellon.com.gr

ñ ATHENS TECHNOLOGY CENTER SA www.atc.gr ñ ATOS ORIGIN HELLAS SA www.atosorigin.com ñ AVAX Computer Applications www.cha.gr

D|

M LYSEIS SA WWW.MLYSEIS.GR ñ MACS www.macs.gr ñ MAGENTA LTD www.magenta.gr ñ MARINTER SA www.marinter.gr ñ MARLEX SOFT

ñ ANCOTEL www.ancotel.gr ñ ANIXTER GREECE NETWORK SYSTEMS LTD www.anixter.gr ñ APOLLO SA www.apollo.gr ñ APOPSI SA www.apopsi.gr

ñ ART TEC LTD www.arttec.gr ñ AT & T GLOBAL SERVICES HELLAS LTD www.att.com ñ ATCOM INTERNET & MULTIMEDIA SA www.atcom.gr

C|

ñ KEYSTONE www.keystone.gr ñ KINTEC SA ñ KOPAR SA ñ KORRE IOANNA ñ KOYNALIS VASILEIOS ñ LANNET COMMUNICATIONS SA www.lannet.gr

ENTERPISES SA www.ace.gr ñ ACE-HELLAS SA www.ace-hellas.gr ñ ACTIS INFO SA www.actis.gr ñ ACTIVE COMPUTER SYSTEMS LTD www.active.gr

SA www.allweb.gr ñ ALPHA SOFTWARE SA www.alpha-pl.gr ñ ALPHASOFT SA www.lavisoft.gr ñ ALTASOFT www.altasoft.gr ñ ALTEC SA www.altec.gr

B|

KENTRO ILEKTRONIKON IPOLOGISTON www.khy.gr ñ KESTREL INFORMATION SYSTEMS SA www.kestrel-is.gr ñ KEY SYSTEMS SA www.keysystems.gr

ñ LASE SA www.lase.gr ñ LAVISOFT SA www.lavisoft.gr ñ LEXIS PLIROFORIKI SA www.lexis.gr ñ LG ELECTRONICS HELLAS SA www.hellas.lge.com
A & N COMPUTERS LTD www.ancom.gr ñ ABC SA www.abc.gr ñ ACCENTURE SA www.accenture.com ñ ACCESS POINT ñ ACE ADVANCED CONCEPTS

ñ ALEXANDER MOORE LTD www.alexandermoore.com ñ ALFAWARE PLIROFORIKI SA www.alfaware.gr ñ ALGORITHM www.algorithmos.gr ñ ALLWEB SOLUTIONS

S E P E

K-L|

SEPE

NIXDORF SA www.wincor-nixdorf.gr ñ WORLDNET - INTELLISHOP ñ XEROX HELLAS SA www.xerox.gr

NON VOTING
MEMBERS LIVANI PUBLISHING ORGANIZATION SA www.livanis.gr ñ FORTH www.ite.gr ñ CTI www.cti.gr
English edition 2006
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